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Academic Essay Model 

Title The rhino is close to extinction. Describe the problem and evaluate two possible 

solutions. 

 
Introduction 

* General topic of 
research 

* Background and/or 
history of the topic 

 

*Define key term/s 

* Why topic 
interesting and/or 
important 

* Aim of the essay 

* Sequence of the 
main points 

Rhino nearly extinct bc. of poaching 

 

> Poaching = unlawfully killing or catching wild animals 
(Oxford English Dictionary, 2012) 

-- problem in all places rhinos live esp. Africa 

 

-- Impt. bc. removing rhinos from ecosystem may make it 
unbalanced & 

negatively affects lives of other animals (Davis, 2013) 

>> describe problem and solutions 

>> problems, two solutions and effectiveness of solutions 

 

Body Paragraph 1:       Describe PROBLEM [causes & effects] .  

* Main idea (a 
sentence setting out 
the paragraph’s focus) 

* Supporting ideas – 

Explanation of the 
problem / The causes 
and the effects  

Poaching of rhinos = big problem / number of rhinos dropping 
fast due to demand for rhino horn 
>> Early 20th Cent. = 500,000 rhinos in Africa & Asia but 
now numbers much lower & falling E.g. South Africa = 20,400 
southern white rhinos, but in 2 yrs more rhinos will be 
poached than born. Result = may become extinct soon 
(Davis, 2013) --- E.g. 1,215 rhinos poached last year in SA = 1 
rhino killed every 8 minutes (Species Under Threat, n.d.) 
--- Reason for poaching = rhino horn impt. for traditional 
Chinese medicine, esp. in Vietnam & China (Davis, 2013) = rhino 
horn very valuable, so international criminal gangs poach 
rhinos b/c. can get US$ 60,000/kg  
(Species Under Threat, n.d.) 
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Body Paragraph 2:       The 1st possible solution (“dehorning”) + limitations 

* Main idea (a 
sentence setting out 
the paragraph’s focus) 

* Explanation of 
Solution one / 

Evaluate this  
solution 

 

• One solution = dehorning, but it has some drawbacks 

• Dehorning = cutting off the rhino’s horn, so rhino not 
useful to poachers 

(Davis, 2013.) E.g. Namibia, 1990s dehorned rhinos not poached 
(Mandell, 2015) 

• However, dehorning – four problems 

1. Can leave small part of horn on rhino, so poachers still 
kill them. E.g. Zimbabwe, all dehorned rhinos killed. 

2. Horns grow back, maybe even faster, = need dehorning every 
1-2 yrs = expensive for National Parks 

3. Poachers often shoot rhinos from far away, so can’t see if 
dehorned or not (Mandell, 2015) 

4. Rhinos need horn to protect themselves and their babies 
(Davis, 2013) 

 

Body Paragraph 3:      The 2nd possible solution (“drones”) + drawbacks 

* Main idea (a 
sentence setting out 
the paragraph’s focus) 

* Explanation of 
Solution two / 

Evaluate this  
solution 

 
 
 

 

– Other main sol. = drone technology, although can also be 
ineffective 

>> HOWEVER, drones can help to monitor large parks and look 
for poachers. E.g. KwaZulu-Natal used drones = no poaching. 
When no drones = poaching again ---- YET, drones = not always 
suitable for stopping rhino poaching for 2 reasons 

1. Small, inexpensive drones have smaller batteries = can only 
fly for 30-90 mins., but National Parks = very big = need 
drones that can fly for 6-8 hrs = very expensive = problem. 
E.g. US$250,000 drone = too expensive for most parks 

2. Many poachers in one area = difficult to monitor. E.g. 8-12 
gangs poaching in one area, but just 1 x drone = drones can’t 
be only way to fix problem (Hinks, 2014) 
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Conclusion 

* Restate the essay’s 
aim 

Summarise the main 
points covered 

Select 2 or more of 
the following:  

• Personal 
opinion/suggestion 

• Call for further 
research 

• Predict future 
developments 
 
 

[To conclude,] Focused on 

-- Has described problem of rhino poaching & evaluated 
effectiveness of 2 x main solutions 

>> Rhino poaching = big problem b/c. criminal gangs make big 
money due to demand for rhino horn = rhinos becoming 
extinct. One sol. = dehorning, but poachers still kill them, 
it is expensive & rhinos need horns for protection. Other 
main sol. = using drones to find poachers. 

>> However, useful drones = too expensive & difficult to 
monitor many poachers in same area. 

[opinion] govts. should invest – research – to help save 
rhinos from poachers b/c. in future rhinos may become 
extinct & this could affect the whole ecosystem and all 
the other animals 

 

______________________________________ 
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EXAMPLE ESSAY 
 

The rhino is close to extinction. Describe the problem and evaluate two possible 

solutions. 

 

The white rhino is currently facing extinction. Although worldwide 

there were half a million of them in the early twentieth century, 

there are now only 20,400 in Africa (Davies, 2013). Their extinction 

will not only be a tragedy for the rhino, it also has a serious 

damaging effect on a whole ecosystem.   This problem has come about 

because of ‘poaching’.  This means the illegal hunting, killing or 

capturing of wild animals (Oxford English Dictionary, 2012). This 

essay will discuss the problem of rhino poaching, evaluate ‘de-horning’ 

as a solution and then evaluate the use of drones as a possible 

solution. 

Rhinos are now an endangered species because their horns are highly 

valued for Chinese traditional medicine and are therefore poached by 

criminal gangs. It is believed that the rhino horn can be used to cure 

many serious illnesses, for example, cancer. This has been shown to be 

a mistaken belief.  However, the demand for the rhino’s horn in 

countries such as China and Vietnam means that the value of rhino 

horn is currently sixty thousand US Dollars per kilo (Species Under 

Threat, n.d.). When the poachers take the rhino’s horn, they use 

tranquillizers to remove it, but they leave the rhino to die painfully 

while the gang escapes with the valuable horn. The poachers’ success in 

getting rhino horns has meant that in one year, 1215 rhinos were killed 
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in South Africa (Species Under Threat, n.d.). This rate of killing means 

that rhino deaths outnumber rhino births before 2016 and so experts 

believe the rhinos may be extinct in near future (Davis, 2013). 

One solution to this problem that is currently being tried is 

the surgical removal of the rhinos’ horn. The idea behind this is to 

make the rhino useless to the poachers. It was first used in Namibia 

in the 1990’s and in some areas of Africa it was found that de-horned 

rhinos were not killed by poachers. It would seem, however, that  

this solution has some short-comings. One is that the rhinos can 

not protect their young in the wild without their horn.  Another 

problem with de-horning is that the horn grows back and so the rhino 

is sometimes killed by poachers a year later. Similarly, because the 

horn grows back, the operation has to be repeated and can cost 

between US$600 and US$1000 per rhino (Mandell, 2015). As a result, 

de-horning becomes very expensive for the wildlife parks. Another 

issue with de-horning is that sometimes a stub of the horn is left 

and so the poachers will kill the rhino for the small part that is 

still left.  Another disadvantage of this procedure is that 

sometimes, from a distance, the poachers cannot see that the rhino 

no longer has its horn and it is shot and killed anyway. 

Another possible solution to the problem is the use of drones 

to monitor activity in the wildlife parks.  The drones send images to 

guards and this has shown some success in South Africa. However, this 

solution is also proving to have some drawbacks.  One problem with 

the use of drones is that once the drones move on, the poachers 

continue their hunting.  In addition, effective drones, with a long-

life battery, are very expensive, costing US$250,000 (Hinks, 2014).   
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Another difficulty with the use of these devices is that there can be 

between eight to twelve gangs working in one park (Hinks, 2014). This 

is too much activity for a single drone to monitor. 

In conclusion, this essay has discussed the problem of rhino 

poaching and has evaluated two possible solutions.  In summary, it 

has shown that the rhino faces extinction in the very near future 

because of poaching to obtain their horn for use in traditional 

Chinese medicine.  The possible solutions of de-horning rhinos and 

drones to monitor any poaching have had only minor success but have 

several drawbacks. The future for the rhino does not look hopeful. As 

rhino extinction affects the environment, it is a global issue, not 

just an African problem.   For this reason, it has been suggested that 

the United Nations should put pressure on countries that use 

traditional Chinese medicine to educate their people about the 

unnecessary destruction of these animals. 

 

Words = 695 

 


